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JACUZZI® SWIM SPA
COLLECTION
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KIMBERLEY WALSH'S GARDEN INSTALLATION 

https://www.jacuzzi.com/en-gb/jacuzzi-swim-spas
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BRAND STORY
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BRAND STORY

The relentless motivation that drives Jacuzzi® brand forward 
is simple - to create wellbeing products that improve people’s 
mental and physical state. 

From the founding days of the brand in the 1940s, Jacuzzi® 
products are now manufactured in three continents and 
enjoyed by users across more than 100 countries. 

By employing thousands of people around the world, and 
representing decades of innovation, design, performance and 
ease of use, we’ve earned the trust of millions, globally. 

THE JACUZZI®  
BRAND

COMMERCIAL SAUNAS

BATH TUBS SHOWER & STEAM

SWIM SPAS HOT TUBS

https://www.jacuzzi.com/en-gb/our-brand-uk/our-brand-uk.html
https://www.jacuzzi.com/en-gb/lodge-holiday-park-hot-tubs
https://www.jacuzzi.com/en-gb/more-products
https://www.jacuzzi.com/en-gb/bathroom
https://www.jacuzzi.com/en-gb/jacuzzi-swim-spas
https://www.jacuzzi.com/en-gb/hot-tubs
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HERITAGE
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HERITAGE

HERITAGE
The story of the Jacuzzi® brand began with a father’s 
unwavering love for his son.

In the 1940s, Candido Jacuzzi’s toddler son, Ken, developed 
rheumatoid arthritis. Driven with a purpose to help relieve  
his pain, Candido invented a hydrotherapy pump for the 
family bathtub.

The invention, known as the J-300 pump proved a success.

Once the first sale of the pump was made in the 1950s,  
the industry for at-home hydrotherapy was  
brought to life. 

Thriving and flourishing more than  
65 years later, the Jacuzzi® brand  
continues to propel the industry  
forward with the caring mindset  
the J-300 pump was built on. 

1900s

The Jacuzzi family departs Italy for the United States and 
transforms the aviation and agriculture industries.

When Ken was diagnosed with rheumatoid arthritis,  
his father, Candido, invented a portable hydrotherapy pump. 
It was placed in the family bathtub to provide pain relieving 
hydrotherapy. This pump is known as the J-300.

The J-300 pump was presented on national daytime television 
show Queen for a Day. Boasting 20 million viewers, the 
Jacuzzi® brand became an overnight sensation.

The Jacuzzi® brand has been awarded more than 700 patents 
and the number continues to rise. This is a result of continual 
breakthroughs in jet engineering, design and technology 
innovations.

The Jacuzzi® brand continues to develop products that have 
a positive impact on people’s health and wellbeing. Jacuzzi® 
maintains the position of industry leader and the most 
recognised hot tub brand in the world. 

1940s

1900s

1950s

PRESENT

FUTURE

https://www.jacuzzi.com/en-gb/our-brand/heritage.html
https://www.jacuzzi.com/en-gb/our-brand/heritage.html


SWIM SPA
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Searching for ultimate flexibility between fitness, fun  
and relaxation that’s right on your doorstep?

A Jacuzzi® Swim Spa could be the answer.

A swim spa is a hybrid of common features found in a 
swimming pool and a hot tub. As the name suggests, this 
means you can be ultra-active, spend time with family and 
friends, or simply relax.

Imagine swimming against the resistance of a smooth and 
controlled current, splashing about or simply unwinding 
with hydrotherapy.

From the moment you remove the cover, reap the 
benefits of a Jacuzzi® Swim Spa that bring joy and wellness 
to your life.

INTRODUCING 
JACUZZI® SWIM SPAS

SWIM SPA
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https://www.jacuzzi.com/en-gb/jacuzzi-swim-spas


PERFORMANCE
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ADAM PEATY

JACUZZI® 
AMBASSADORS

PERFORMANCE
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KIMBERLEY MORRISON
Triathlete and Ironman Champion

JESSICA JANE APPLEGATE
Paralympic Champion - GB Swimming

SALLY GUNNELL
Olympic Gold Medalist - Athletics

KIMBERLEY WALSH
Singer & Actress

Jacuzzi® is serious about wellbeing. All of our products are designed 
with the aim of improving people’s lives and ultimately, helping them 
relax, recover and reconnect.

We have a long history of partnering with ambassadors who 
recognise the value our products can bring to everyday lives. 

Our swim spas add a new dimension to traditional Jacuzzi® 
product experiences with the option for fitness and training. Our 
ambassadors have a wide variety of uses for their swim spas, from 
teaching their children to swim, through to training to win Olympic 
and Paralympic Gold. 

ADAM PEATY
Olympic Gold Medalist and  
World Record Holder - GB Swimming

HULL FC
Super League Team - Rugby League

https://www.jacuzzi.com/en-gb/our-brand/ambassadors.html
https://www.jacuzzi.com/en-gb/our-brand/ambassadors.html
https://www.jacuzzi.com/en-gb/our-brand/ambassadors.html
https://www.jacuzzi.com/en-gb/our-brand/ambassadors.html
https://www.jacuzzi.com/en-gb/ambassadors/kimberley-walsh.html
https://www.jacuzzi.com/en-gb/ambassadors/Adam-peaty.html
https://www.jacuzzi.com/en-gb/our-brand/ambassadors.html
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As one of the best breaststroke swimmers to ever grace the pool, 
his legacy is still being written. 

Adam Peaty is the first British swimmer to defend an Olympic title, 
repeatedly earn top spot on the world stage and has a knack of 
breaking world records ‘for fun’.

His attitude towards training, performance and recovery is second 
to none. 

In 2020, Jacuzzi® loaned several British swimmers a swim spa 
each to allow them to continue training for the Olympics during 
lockdown. Adam Peaty was one of those swimmers and he’s since 
described the swim spa as a great contribution to his success  
in Tokyo.

Welcoming Adam to the team as a proud ambassador became the 
natural next step. 

PARTNERING  
WITH ADAM PEATY 
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ADAM’S 100m  
BREASTSTROKE  
WORLD RECORDS

ADAM'S  
MEDALS

58.18
2015 World Championships, Kazan

3 x Olympic Gold Medals
2 x Olympic Silver Medals
4 x Commonwealth Games Gold Medals
3 x Commonwealth Games Silver Medals
8 x World Championship Gold Medals
12 x European Championship Gold Medals

57.92
2015 British Championships
(First person to swim under 58 seconds)

57.13
2016 Olympics, Rio

57.79
2017 British Championships

57.47
2017 World Championships, Budapest

57.10
2018 European Championships, Glasgow

56.88
2019 World Championships, Gwangju

55.49
2020 International Swimming League

55.41
2020 International Swimming League

https://www.jacuzzi.com/en-gb/ambassadors/Adam-peaty.html
https://www.jacuzzi.com/en-gb/ambassadors/Adam-peaty.html
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SWIMMER TYPE

FIND YOUR  
PERFECT SWIM SPA

POWERPLAYTM  

FAMILY PLAY & RELAXATION

POWERACTIVETM 

FITNESS & FUN

POWERPROTM 

SWIMMING
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SWIMMER TYPE

POWERPLAYTM 

FAMILY PLAY & 
RELAXATION 

POWERACTIVETM

FITNESS & FUN  
POWERPROTM 

SWIMMING  

PowerPlayTM swim jets

Illuminated control panel

PowerActiveTM swim jets

ProTouchTM touch screen 
control panel

ProTouchTM touch screen  
control panel

Adjustable  
PowerProTM swim jets

2-Stage filtration system

SteadySwimTM  
buoyancy jet

4-Stage filtration system 4-Stage filtration system

SteadySwimTM  

buoyancy jet

SmoothSwimTM  
shell design

SmoothSwimTM  
shell design

SWIM  
FEATURES

EASE  
OF USE

Up to 9 seats mixed 
hydromassage and bench

4 x PowerProTM 
hydromassage seats

4 x PowerProTM 
hydromassage seatsMASSAGE

Soft Stride mat for  
no-slip aquatic exercise 

Soft Stride mat for  
no-slip aquatic exercise 

Soft Stride mat for  
no-slip aquatic exercise 

PowerTone™ fitness kit PowerTone™ fitness kit

FORM® goggles FORM® goggles 

Upgrade options
- Aqua rowing kit

- 48” exercise bars

Upgrade options
- PowerTone™ fitness kit

Upgrade options
- Aqua rowing kit

- 48” exercise bars

FITNESS

CLEARRAYActive OxygenTM 
clean water system

CLEARRAYActive OxygenTM 
clean water system

CLEARRAYActive OxygenTM 
clean water system

SmartTub® SmartTub®

Heat pump ready Heat pump ready Heat pump readyENERGY

381 cm x 236 cm x 135 cm
472 cm x 236 cm x 135 cm
564 cm x 236 cm x 135 cm

472 cm x 236 cm x 135 cm
564 cm x 236 cm x 135 cmSIZE

Upgrade options 
- SmartTub® 

https://www.jacuzzi.com/en-gb/powerplay-swim-spas
https://www.jacuzzi.com/en-gb/poweractive-swim-spas
https://www.jacuzzi.com/en-gb/powerpro-swim-spas
https://www.jacuzzi.com/en-gb/powerplay-swim-spas
https://www.jacuzzi.com/en-gb/poweractive-swim-spas
https://www.jacuzzi.com/en-gb/powerpro-swim-spas
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PRECISION SWIM

The latest aquatic technology and Jacuzzi® PowerPro® jets 
work together to produce an elite, high-performance  
swim experience.

BALANCED SWIM JETS
Swim jets produce a consistent flow of water at variable intensity levels.  
This means you can swim against the resistance of the swim jets and  
maintain a central position in the swim spa. 

REFLECTIVE HIPS
The unique shell design incorporates the shape of hips. This prevents  
reflective waves creating turbulence in the swim channel.

PREDICTABLE CURRENT
Suctions near the back of the swim spa pull the flow of water.  
This creates a consistent current.

STAY ELEVATED WITH THE BUOYANCY JET
The SteadySwim™ buoyancy jet helps elevate you into a natural  
swimming position.

PRECISION SWIM
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PRECISION SWIM



To ensure you experience an optimal massage, 
our swim spas are engineered with the average 
measurements of 90% of the population  
in mind. 

PERSONALISED MASSAGE

Seats in a Jacuzzi® Swim Spa are designed to 
follow the natural contours of the body. 
They are also fitted with recessed jets for  
a comfortable, premium hydromassage.

COMFORTABLE SEATING

Each jet is calibrated to deliver the perfect 
balance of air and water. The seats are 
designed with the exact pump-to-jet ratio to 
ensure optimum hydromassage. This is known 
as our Aqualibrium® formula. 

ADJUSTABLE PRESSURE

ANTHROPOMETRIC 
DIMENSIONS 

MUSCLE STRUCTURE 
JET CONFIGURATION

Tilt
D

ep
th

Lumbar
Support

Breadth

AQUALIBRIUM® 
FORMULA

As well as being used to swim or train, Jacuzzi® Swim Spas 
also feature our renowned hydromassage seats. 

HYDROMASSAGE
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HYDROMASSAGE
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HYDROMASSAGE

RX NX2

RX JET THERAPY SEAT

FX THERAPY SEAT

FX-R PXNX2FX

Jacuzzi® Swim Spas feature four seats that are 
designed to follow the natural contours of  
the body.

Adjustable pillows and recessed PowerPro™ jets 
allow you to sit back and treat your body to a 
premium hydromassage.

The spinning sensation created by the RX jet 
provides comforting relief to the back and 
neck. This seat delivers the highest performing 
hydromassage that Jacuzzi®  
Swim Spas offer. 

Alleviating swimmer’s soreness in the neck, 
shoulders and back, this full coverage massage seat 
produces a deep, adjustable stream of spiraling air 
and water.

https://www.jacuzzi.com/en-gb/our-brand/jacuzzi-hydrotherapy.html
https://www.jacuzzi.com/en-gb/our-brand/jacuzzi-hydrotherapy.html


CLEARRAY Active Oxygen™ technology harnesses 
the natural power of air and light to clean water. 

Exclusive to Jacuzzi® products, the advanced oxidation 
process involves the use of injected ozone gas and a 
UV-C bulb. Once the ozone is activated, it destroys 
contaminants and waterborne pathogens. 

What does this mean?
- Reduce hot tub chemical usage by up to 50%
- Save money on maintenance products
- Soak in water that contains less chemicals.  
- Kinder to your skin.

CLEAN WATER

CLEAN WATER
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CLEAN WATER

*Stages of filtration may vary by model

The surface skimming weir and ProCatch™ bag work together to trap 
debris on the top of the water, as well as large debris, for easy removal.

STAGES

1&2
Two ProClear® filters provide another layer of detection by catching tiny 
debris particles that other filters miss.

STAGE

3
CLEARRAY Active Oxygen™ uses power of air and light to reduce 
chemical usage and destroy water contaminants and pathogens.

STAGE

UP TO 4-STAGE FILTRATION PROCESS*

Nature-inspired technology that neutralises pathogens

Works with traditional chlorine or bromine sanitiser, for sensitive skin

The same technology used in bottled drinking water, aquariums and hospitals

UV-C SYSTEM

4

https://www.jacuzzi.com/en-gb/owners-center/clean-water-uk.html
https://www.jacuzzi.com/en-gb/owners-center/clean-water-uk.html


Jacuzzi® Swim Spas are designed for reliability, both inside 
and out. We believe that quality is only as good as the 
people, processes and parts behind the products. That’s 
why our products are engineered with the best materials 
to ensure an exceptional product. 

QUALITY
PROFUSION™ SHELL

Three layers of material for a strong,  
scratch-resistant shell.

ENERGY EFFICIENT INSULATION 

Industry leading, multi-layered insulation  
that retains and recycles heat.

POWERPRO™ JETS
 Hydromassage technology that’s exclusive  
to Jacuzzi®.

REFLECTIVE HIPS
Shell design prevents reflective waves for  
consistently smoother water.

PROLAST™ COVERS
Custom fit to lock in heat and improve energy  
efficiency and safety.

GALVANISED STEEL FRAME
Designed for durability and increased  
structural support.

DURABLE PROPOLYMER™ BASE
Impervious to nature and moisture, and makes  
installation easy. 

PROENDURE™ SYNTHETIC CABINETRY
Stylish, durable, synthetic cabinetry.

QUALITY
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QUALITY



SmartTub®system uses cellular-based communication and requires cell service from our provider partner in your area. See website for details.
*Requires subscription beginning in second year of ownership.
**Estimates are based on sensor readings and are not meant to match your utility measurements, see your local utility company for specifics to your local system.
Alexa, and all related marks are trademarks of Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. Siri and Apple Watch are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries and regions.  

CONTROL YOUR SWIM, CONTROL 
FROM AFAR WITH SMARTTUB®

CUSTOMISE YOUR SETTINGS 
AND MONITOR ENERGY  
USAGE
• Remote control of pumps, lights, temperature, filtration,   
• heating and more 

• Control the intensity of your swim by selecting one of 5 
swim modes

• 6 PowerTone™ videos included in new ‘Workout’ mode

• Real time energy usage monitoring to easily track off-peak 
and peak energy costs

EASY TO USE
• Always connected with 3G cellular-based service

• Activate your swim spa with smart home devices including, 
Amazon Alexa, Google Assistant™, Siri and Apple Watch

• Connect one SmartTub® account to both a Jacuzzi®  
Swim Spa and Jacuzzi® Hot Tub

PEACE OF MIND
• Power outage notifications will help limit wider  

issues created through loss of power 

• Time routine maintenance reminders will alert you when  
it’s time to clean, replace filters and change the water 

• Seamless app to electronics system integration gives  
you more control options

• Simple QR code set up, without the need to add  
WIFI credentials

SMARTTUB® FOR 
JACUZZI® SWIM SPAS

SMARTTUB®
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SMARTTUB®

https://www.jacuzzi.com/en-gb/smarttub/Jacuzzi-smarttub-energy-saving.html
https://www.jacuzzi.com/en-gb/smarttub/Jacuzzi-smarttub-energy-saving.html


Jacuzzi® Swim Spas are engineered to be the most 
energy efficient swim spas in the world. 

Offering the perfect alternative to a traditional 
swimming pool, swim spas have lower upfront costs, 
running costs and can be used all year round. 

Dreaming of a swim spa that’s a stand out feature?

Perhaps you want it to simply blend into your 
outdoor space? 

You choose. 

Jacuzzi® Swim Spas can be installed and enjoyed 
above or in-ground.

THE ALL-SEASONS 
POOL

ALL-SEASONS POOL
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Introducing smart, wearable technology for your swim  
spa workout. 

FORM® smart swim goggles are designed exclusively for 
Jacuzzi® Swim Spas. 

As you get in the zone, track and view your swimming  
results in real-time, on optical display.

You can also pair FORM® smart with a downloadable app  
to analyse results and customise your swimming routine.

The opportunity to become fitter and stronger in water  
is right before your eyes.

INNOVATION
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INNOVATION

FORM SMART 
SWIM GOGGLES
Wearable technology calibrated specifically for Jacuzzi® PowerPro™ and PowerActive™ Swim Spas. 

INNOVATION

• Optical display using smart technology

• Real-time analytics on your optical display  
(Measure time, distance, pace, optional heart rate)

• Consistent feedback allows you to workout,  
without interruptions

• Engage with other swimmers in the app

• Share workouts and results on social

• Use for swim and resistance training for all 
fitness levels

• Track stroke rate, calories, time, distance  
and workouts

• Customise your swimming routine

• Workout from the convenience of home

TRACK AND  
ANALYSE RESULTS

COMPREHENSIVE 
FITNESS ALTERNATIVE

IN-APP GUIDANCE

29       JACUZZI: SWIM SPA COLLECTION
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SWIM SPA FITNESS SWIM SPA FITNESS
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Exclusively on Jacuzzi® Swim Spas, our patented PowerTone™ 
equipment capitalises on what we call the principal of fluid 
omni-directional drag resistance in water and is designed  
to leverage the 3D properties of water. Quite simply, this 
means working a muscle group equally and smoothly in any 
direction. Drag resistance training is suitable for all ages  
and fitness levels.

The PowerTone™ kit includes PowerTone™ Bells, Swing 
Trainer, and Resistance Fins. The kit is is accompanied by  
a 6-workout series utilising all of the PowerTone™  
equipment with varying intensity levels. 

SWIM SPA FITNESS
 JACUZZI® 

POWERTONE KIT ™ & 
WORKOUT SERIES

With a focus on abs, glutes and back, the PowerTone™ Core workout utilises 
all of the equipment in your kit to build both strength and stability. Your goal 
is to bring awareness to the centre of your body, prioritizing form over speed.

PowerTone™ Core

Building upper body strength through long intervals, this workout gives you 
the opportunity to increase your max reps and work towards muscle fatigue. 
With a nice, long gentle warm-up, followed by 8, 2-minute sets, you will be 
sure to test your endurance in this signature PowerTone™ workout.

PowerTone™ Endurance

With only six exercises to focus on, bring your awareness to how each 
movement feels as you build strength using water as resistance. Round one is 
not about moving quickly, but learning the motions and improving form. In  
round 2, the focus shifts to increased intensity, and 20 seconds of recovery is 
included between exercises.

PowerTone™ Strength

A classic circuit with lots of variety, this total body experience will leave you 
wondering how 20 minutes went by so fast! Moving quickly from exercise to 
exercise, have fun while enjoying this two-lap workout. Make sure you give 
yourself a few minutes to warm up before you begin.

PowerTone™ Circuit

Created to mimic the movements of everyday life, this functional workout 
brings speed into round one, and endurance into round two. With the 
30-second interval to start, you will be challenged to push your pace. In round 
two, see if you can double your reps.

PowerTone™ Functional

Will push that VO2 Max, and leave you feeling breathless. This workout is 4 
rounds of 10 exercises in a 20 seconds on/10 seconds rest format. Grab your 
PowerTone™ bells and get ready!

PowerTone™ Tabata



It’s easy to fall in love with a Jacuzzi® Swim Spa. With 
our flexible finance options, choosing the right package 
for you is simple.

Whether you’re looking for low monthly payments, a 
low initial deposit, or wanting to delay payment until 
next year, we have a solution for you. 

FLEXIBLE FINANCE
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FINANCE FINANCE
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Finance packages are subject to retailer participation, and are subject to change. You can find our latest packages and APR representative rates by 
visiting jacuzzi.com, or by speaking to your local retailer. Credit is subject to status and affordability. Terms and conditions apply. Jacuzzi Spa and Bath 
Ltd, Jacuzzi Group Head Office, 8 Turnberry Park Road, Gildersome, Morley, Leeds LS27 7LE is a credit broker, not the lender, and is authorised and 
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, FRN: 671548 . Credit is provided by Novuna Personal Finance, a trading style of Mitsubishi HC Capital 
UK PLC. Authorised and Regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.

PERSONALISED FINANCE QUOTE

You can often benefit from our latest offers and finance products.  
Please ask your local retailer for current finance packages and APR rates.

BUY NOW PAY LATER 
19.9% APR REPRESENTATIVE
Hold onto your money and delay payment on your Jacuzzi® Swim Spa for 12-months. 

This package requires a low deposit and allows you to settle your balance at any time. If you 
make the full payment within the deferred 12-month period, there is no interest to pay. 

SPREAD THE COST UP TO 10 YEARS 
11.9% APR REPRESENTATIVE
If you prefer to spread the repayment cost of a Jacuzzi® Swim Spa over a longer 10 year 
period with a low deposit, this package could be an ideal choice.

Considering this option allows you to make additional, flexible repayments at any time,  
so you have complete control.

https://www.jacuzzi.com/en-gb/resources/jacuzzi-hot-tub-finance.html
https://www.jacuzzi.com/en-gb/resources/jacuzzi-hot-tub-finance.html


POWERPRO™

COLLECTION
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POWERPRO™ COLLECTION

https://www.jacuzzi.com/en-gb/powerpro-swim-spas
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POWERPRO™ COLLECTION

https://www.jacuzzi.com/en-gb/powerpro-swim-spas


POWERPRO™

SWIM SPA COLLECTION

PERFORMANCE
• Adjustable PowerPro™ swim jets for  

every level, from beginners to triathletes. 

• SteadySwim™ buoyancy jet elevates you into  
the proper body position to keep you aligned 
while swimming.

• An unprecedented four 3Hp pumps produce 
a powerful velocity of water for premium swim 
blade and hydrotherapy performance.

FEATURES:

• FORM® goggles wearable technology 

• Swim selector control

• ProTouch™ control

• PowerPro™ massage jets

• PowerPro™ swim jets

• SteadySwim™ buoyancy jet

• CLEARRAY Active Oxygen™              
clean water system

• Multi-stage filtration

• Quick drain system

• Soft Stride mat

• PowerTone™ fitness kit

• Illuminated waterfall

• Premium LED lighting

• Adjustable headrests

• Status indicator light 

• ProLast™ hard cover

• SmartTub®

• Auxiliary heater by-pass loop

OPTIONAL FEATURES:

• Rowing kit

• 48" exercise bar

• Rollaway™ cover
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POWERPRO™ COLLECTION

DESIGN
• A unique SmoothSwim™ shell design 

incorporates the shape of hips in the shell.  
This stops reflective waves and keeps you  
in your swim lane.

• Stunning, durable, synthetic cabinetry.

• Return suctions located at the opposite end of 
swim blades eliminates turbulence. This creates 
a swim system (similar to the workings of a 
conveyor belt) for a smoother swim.

EASE OF USE
• Soft Stride mats allow you to enter and exit 

the swim spa safely.

• An at-a-glance status indicator light that changes 
colors when your swim spa needs attention.

• An exclusive swim selector control near the 
swim blades let you adjust your experience at 
the touch of a button, from swim current speed 
to preprogrammed workout mode.

https://www.jacuzzi.com/en-gb/powerpro-swim-spas


POWERPRO™

SWIM SPA COLLECTION

J-19™

DIMENSIONS* 
564 cm x 236 cm x 135 cm

USABLE SWIM AREA 
376 cm

DRY WEIGHT 
1,374 kg

TOTAL FILLED WEIGHT 
10,412 kg

AVERAGE SPA VOLUME 
9,038 liters

PUMP 1 
3HP/2SPD/10/3A (UK)

PUMP 2 
3HP/2SPD/10/3A (UK)

PUMP 3 
3HP/2SPD/10/3A (UK)

PUMP 4 
3HP/2SPD/10/3A (UK)

ACRYLIC OPTIONS

Platinum Smoked 
Ebony

Brushed 
Grey

CABINETRY COLORS PROLAST™ COVER ROLLAWAY™ COVER

Grey Black

*All swim spa dimensions are shown in: L x W x H.
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POWERPRO™ COLLECTION

ACRYLIC OPTIONS

Platinum Smoked 
Ebony

Brushed 
Grey

CABINETRY COLORS PROLAST™ COVER ROLLAWAY™ COVER

Grey Black

J-16™

DIMENSIONS* 
472 cm x 236 cm x 135 cm

USABLE SWIM AREA 
284 cm

DRY WEIGHT 
1,162 kg

TOTAL FILLED WEIGHT 
8,799 kg

AVERAGE SPA VOLUME 
7,638 liters

PUMP 1 
3HP/2SPD/10/3A (UK)

PUMP 2 
3HP/2SPD/10/3A (UK)

PUMP 3 
3HP/2SPD/10/3A (UK)

PUMP 4 
3HP/2SPD/10/3A (UK)

https://www.jacuzzi.com/en-gb/J19PP.html
https://www.jacuzzi.com/en-gb/J16PP.html


POWERACTIVE™
COLLECTION
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POWERACTIVE™ COLLECTION

https://www.jacuzzi.com/en-gb/poweractive-swim-spas
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POWERACTIVE™ COLLECTION

https://www.jacuzzi.com/en-gb/poweractive-swim-spas


POWERACTIVE™

SWIM SPA COLLECTION

PERFORMANCE
• PowerActive™ swim jets create a smooth, 

spacious current for centralised swimming.

• SteadySwim™ buoyancy jet elevates the body to 
the correct position for swimming. 

• Together a 4Hp and 3Hp pump produce a 
strong velocity of water for a quality swim 
current and hydrotherapy performance. 

FEATURES:

• FORM® goggles wearable technology

• ProFinish™ cabinetry

• ProTouch™ control

• PowerPro™ massage jets

• PowerActive™ swim jets

• SteadySwim™ buoyancy jet

• CLEARRAY Active Oxygen™                      
clean water system

• Multi-stage filtration

• Quick drain system

• Soft Stride mat

• PowerTone™ fitness kit

• Illuminated waterfall

• Premium LED lighting

• Adjustable headrests

• Status indicator light 

• ProLast™ hard cover

• SmartTub®

• Auxiliary heater by-pass loop

OPTIONAL FEATURES:

• Rowing kit

• 48” exercise bar

• Rollaway™ cover
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POWERACTIVE™ COLLECTION

DESIGN
• A unique SmoothSwim™ shell design stops 

reflective waves, so you can always enjoy the 
perfect swim.

• Stunning, durable, synthetic wood cabinetry.

• Return suctions eliminate turbulence for a 
smoother swim.

EASE OF USE
• Soft Stride mats allow you to enter and exit 

the swim spa safely. 

• Indicator light changes colour when your swim 
spa needs attention.

• The ProTouch™ control lets you turn on 
your swim jets and adjust your hydrotherapy 
experience at the tap of a button.

https://www.jacuzzi.com/en-gb/poweractive-swim-spas


POWERACTIVE™

SWIM SPA COLLECTION

ACRYLIC OPTIONS

Platinum Smoked 
Ebony

Brushed 
Grey

CABINETRY COLORS PROLAST™ COVER ROLLAWAY™ COVER

Grey Black

*All swim spa dimensions are shown in: L x W x H.
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POWERACTIVE™ COLLECTION

J -19™

DIMENSIONS* 
564 cm x 236 cm x 135 cm

USABLE SWIM AREA 
376 cm

DRY WEIGHT 
1,374 kg

TOTAL FILLED WEIGHT 
10,412 kg

AVERAGE SPA VOLUME 
9,038 liters

PUMP 1 
3HP/2SPD/10/3A (UK)

PUMP 2 
4HP/1SPD/12.7A (UK)

ACRYLIC OPTIONS

Platinum Smoked 
Ebony

Brushed 
Grey

CABINETRY COLORS PROLAST™ COVER ROLLAWAY™ COVER

Grey Black

J-16™

DIMENSIONS* 
472 cm x 236 cm x 135 cm

USABLE SWIM AREA 
284 cm

DRY WEIGHT 
1,162 kg

TOTAL FILLED WEIGHT 
8,799 kg

AVERAGE SPA VOLUME 
7,638 liters

PUMP 1 
3HP/2SPD/10/3A (UK)

PUMP 2 
4HP/1SPD/12.7A (UK)

https://www.jacuzzi.com/en-gb/J19PA.html
https://www.jacuzzi.com/en-gb/J16PA.html


POWERPLAY™

COLLECTION
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POWERPLAY™ COLLECTION

https://www.jacuzzi.com/en-gb/powerplay-swim-spas
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POWERPLAY™ COLLECTION

https://www.jacuzzi.com/en-gb/powerplay-swim-spas


POWERPLAY™

SWIM SPA COLLECTION

PERFORMANCE
• PowerPlay™ swim jets deliver a current that’s 

perfect for an entry-level swim, or for aqua 
fitness.

• A mix of bench and hydromassage seats means 
you have multiple ways to relax or find relief 
with hydrotherapy.

• Two speed and single speed pumps work 
together to produce a velocity of water that’s 
ideal for aquafitness, fun and hydrotherapy.

FEATURES:

• ProFinish™ cabinetry

• Control panel

• PowerPro™ massage jets

• PowerPlay™ swim jets

• 2-Stage filtration system

• Quick drain system

• Soft Stride mat

• Illuminated waterfall

• Premium LED lighting

• Adjustable headrests

• Status indicator light 

• ProLast™ hard cover

• CLEARRAY Active Oxygen™                      
clean water system

• Auxiliary heater by-pass loop

OPTIONAL FEATURES:

• Rowing kit

• Power Tone™ fitness kit

• Rollaway™ cover

• SmartTub®
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POWERPLAY™ COLLECTION

DESIGN
• Stunning, durable, synthetic wood cabinetry.

• Return suctions located at the opposite end  
of swim jets eliminate turbulence for a 
smoother swim.

• Open seating and swim area maximises space 
for family play and relaxing.

EASE OF USE
• Soft Stride mats allow for no-slip aquatic 

exercise.

• Indicator light changes colour when your swim 
spa needs attention.

• Simple to use topside control lets you adjust  
the power of the swim jets and customise  
your hydromassage.

https://www.jacuzzi.com/en-gb/powerplay-swim-spas


ACRYLIC OPTIONS

Platinum Smoked 
Ebony

Brushed 
Grey

CABINETRY COLORS PROLAST™ COVER ROLLAWAY™ COVER

Grey Black

*All swim spa dimensions are shown in: L x W x H.
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POWERPLAY™ COLLECTION

POWERPLAY™

SWIM SPA COLLECTION

J-13™

DIMENSIONS* 
381 cm x 236 cm x 135 cm

USABLE SWIM AREA 
244 cm

DRY WEIGHT 
981 kg

TOTAL FILLED WEIGHT 
6,073 kg

AVERAGE SPA VOLUME 
5,093 liters

PUMP 1 
3HP/2SPD/10/3A (UK)

PUMP 2 
3HP/1SPD/10/3A (UK)

PUMP 3 
3HP/1SPD/10/3A (UK)

https://www.jacuzzi.com/en-gb/J13PL.html


OPTIONAL FEATURES 
& ACCESSORIES

Made with long-lasting,  
weather-resistant materials, steps 
make it easier to enter and exit 
your Jacuzzi® Swim Spa. 

Keep your swim spa warm and ready for use, prevent unwanted debris, 
and conserve energy with a secure floating cover with tie downs. To be 
used in conjunction with the Alaskan safety cover.

FLOATING COVER WITH TIE DOWNS

The addition of this wall mounted option allows you 
to use the swim spa for any form of rehabilitation 
work. You can also use the bar for balance and 
incorporate it into aquatic fitness programs. 

FITNESS UPGRADES

Achieve the full rowing motion using the kit’s 
stainless steel oars and rubber bands. This  
aqua-rowing kit provides an excellent upper  
body and abdominal workout. 

48" EXERCISE BARSAQUA-ROWING KIT

DURABLE STEPS

ACCESSORIES
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Light, energy-efficient, and easy to use, the next generation of swim spa cover creates a complete seal and 
can be operated by one person in less than 60 seconds.

ROLLAWAY COVER

EASY TO USE
25% lighter than other rolling spa covers.

SINGLE-PERSON OPERATION
One person can uncover the swim  
spa in less than 60 seconds.

DURABLE DESIGN
Double-stitched, waterproof,  
and weather-resistant fabric with  
non-collapsible supports.

ACCESSORIES



JACUZZI®  
AR CONFIGURATOR
VIEW OUR SWIM SPA  
IN YOUR SPACE AT

JACUZZI.COM

AR
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AR

https://www.jacuzzi.com/en-gb/


FOLLOW AND  
SHARE WITH US ON 
SOCIAL MEDIA
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@jacuzziukspaandbath Jacuzzi® UK

Jacuzzi® UK@jacuzziukspaandbath
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https://www.facebook.com/jacuzziukspaandbath/
https://www.facebook.com/jacuzziukspaandbath/
https://www.facebook.com/jacuzziukspaandbath/
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/JacuzziUkofficial/
https://www.youtube.com/@jacuzziofficial
https://www.instagram.com/jacuzziukspaandbath/?hl=en


www.jacuzzi.com

Jacuzzi Spa and Bath Ltd                               

Jacuzzi Group Head Office

8 Turnberry Park Road

Gildersome, Morley

Leeds LS27 7LE

SSBROCHURE23

https://www.jacuzzi.com/en-gb/
https://www.jacuzzi.com/en-gb/

